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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

Do I have to make production specification for each item?
If different items have the same package, you can group them in one production specification. For
example, if the wine you sell has the same bottle, cork and label with same size, regardless of the
type of wine in it (Vranec, Chardonnay ...), you can make one specification. Or, if you sell yogurts
with different fat, but use the same bottle in different color and labels data, you can also make one
specification.

How can we know the weight of the packaging that we sell per product unit?
Since this is one of the so-called European laws, if you are importing from other EU countries you
should ask for these data from your suppliers abroad. In case this is not possible, you should try to
measure the sale, the total and the transportation packaging for each of your products.

If I exceed 300 kg of paper waste as packaging waste per year, but I have 700 kg of
glass that is below the minimal legal limit (800 kg) should I report this and pay a
fee also for the glass?
Not if you report and pay the fee just for the packaging waste that exceeds the legally determined
minimal quantity in Art.19.

Do I report the return pallets purchased from a domestic company as packaging
wood waste?
If you use these pallets multiple times, you report them when they become useless (wracked).

Do I have to give to Pakomak the packaging waste that ends in my company (card
from boxes, stretch-foil, palettes)?
For packaging waste from the products whose end-user is you (e.g. raw materials), your providers have paid
compensation, but it is your property and you can pass it to any company that has permission to collect and
transport non hazardous waste from the Ministry of Environment. This is your commercial decision, if request
it from us, Pakomak through its partner-companies that collect such waste will certainly offer excellent market
conditions for collecting this packaging waste.

We buy cardboard boxes from a Macedonian company and we pack in them our
products. Who has the obligation to pay the compensation for the cardboard
packaging and who should report these amounts as packaging waste?
The company that packaged product in those boxes (your company) is the pollutant, and you have an obligation
to pay compensation for it. Sure, you inform in your reports for the amounts of packaging waste. This also
applies for your label provider or jars/bottles supplier. Boxes, labels and bottles for them are a PRODUCT, and
for you represent PACKING.

We import and produce drugs. Do we consider the panels from the pills and the
syrup bottles as packaging waste to report?
No, you report only the packaging waste that is in direct contact with the drug or medical preparations. You
report only the box with pills, the declaration, group and transport packaging. It is non-hazardous waste
packaging. The bottles of medicines and preparations, panels and other packaging that comes into contact
with drugs is treated as hazardous medical waste and is subject to another waste management system.

Our company produces for a supermarket chain a brand that belongs to this
chain. Who should report packaging waste from these products?
It is a matter of commercial agreement between you and the supermarket or the owner of the
brand. Certainly, someone should report the packaging waste as their own. In some countries it is
the manufacturer of the product, and sometimes it is the retail chain that pays for packaging of the
products that go under this brand.

